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Arto Lindsay is the founder of the 1978 music outfit DNA, which remains 
highly influential with the noise art scene, he plaid as part of the Lounge 
Lizards and the Golden Palominos, produced tracks for Laurie Anderson and 
David Byrne, collaborated with John Zorn and many other musicians. Like in a 
band, collaboration is key to Lindsay’s parade projects. A few years ago in 
2004 in Sao Paulo, I attended the launch of De Lama Lâmina a 35mm film 
Lindsay made in collaboration together with Matthew Barney. It depicts 
Lindsay’s Trio Electrico playing on a parade car designed by Barney and 
integrating the Cortejo Afro percussion group and dancers as well as other 
guest percussionists and carnival singers. Next to the trio a lone figure was 
balancing on top of a tree - the character of Julia Butterfly Hill, an ecological 
activist. A Greenman, who performed near the mechanical shaft of the cart, 
accompanied her and the trio. The connection to the Brazilian carnival, which 
albeit being festive often boasts serious themes, is one of the important 
reference points in the production of Lindsay’s parades. 
Subsequently I attended I AM A MAN in 2008, which was developed together 
with students from Staedelschule art school in Frankfurt/Main. At the 53rd 
Venice Lindsay’s multinatural (blackout) parade was developed with students 
from a local fashion institute; a new musical composition based on white 
noise, rhythmic silence and a samba were written by choreographer Richard 
Segal specially for the performance. 
Now Lindsay is not the only artist that comes to mind when thinking about 
parades in contemporary art production. Spanish readers may well 
remember Jeremy Deller’s Social Parade (2004) organized for the opening of 
Manifesta 5 in San Sebastian and engaging with interest groups operating on 
the margins of that civic society. The proliferation of events like these 
recently led me to organize a panel entitled Art on Parade: Between 
Procession and Demonstration, Carnival and Spectacle at New York’s 
Goethe-Institut. Together with anthropologist Jennifer Scott, artist Marlon 
Griffith, curator Claire Tancons and Lindsay we discussed the different forms 
parades can take and introduced examples from recent artistic and curatorial 
productions around the world.  
How to define a parade - I asked myself - and had a look at the Oxford 
dictionary. There it states: “to assemble (troops etc.) For the sake of 
inspection or review, to walk up and down or promenade in a public space, 
especially for the sake of showing off, to march through (a place of public 
resort) in procession or with great display – also for the sake of intimidation.” 
This was certainly only one way of interpretation and a rather military one. 
Yet there are so many other possibilities for performing traditions in public. 
New York is a city that sees many parades and processions each year. The 
day after an estimated 2 Million people joined the Halloween parade, Lindsay 
was given the opportunity to stage a newly comissioned multi-disciplinary 
parades entitled SOMEWHERE I READ as opener for Performa 09. Standing 



on the grandstand at Times Square I observed a group dressed in beige 
trench coats getting ready. Slowly moving up the steps to the top of the 
observation platform the performers flipped black mobile phones, from which 
acid techno tunes were playing. Corresponding to the sound and in a robot 
style movement they marched turning their heads from right to left, down the 
platform and across Times Square through the tourist masses. The group 
appeared like mannequins on a catwalk posing in choreographed lines. 
Some people thought they were looking at a cell phone commercial. A group 
of youngsters approached offering (or begging for) free hugs. Along the way 
the choreographed movements of performers and the sounds from their cell 
phones changed in style from techno beat to the synthesized humming of 
insects, beasts and bugs. Finally as the two lines encountered each other on 
42nd street, after having split for a couple of blocks, the performers laid down 
their phones in front of Lindsay. The attentive crowd gathered around the 
phones as in a ritualistic ceremony. A lady next to me threw her phone onto 
the pile. Just when the sounds from the phones stopped playing, the Trench 
coats disappeared into the crowds.  
In contrast to the festive Halloween and the intimidating military parades, 
SOMEWHERE I READ (the title continues nebulous to me) was less geared 
towards generating spectacle but perhaps more intended to comment on our 
constant need to connect through multimedia communication. Using the 
urban sprawl and the mobile phones as instrument, Lindsay cleverly referred 
to Italian artist Luigi Russolo, who manifested his ideas of futurist aesthetics 
in l'arte di rumori (Art of Noise) in 1913. Russolo advocated for a return to the 
roots of sound in modern instruments and suggested using the sounds of 
nature and the modern urban environment in contemporary composition. The 
collective concert that night - taking place in the heavily contested 
environment of Times Square - was yet another incarnation of this idea.  
  
 
 


